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Piccolo

Helpful Fingerings
Helps resonance, and
brings pitch down a little

Pianissimo fingering for
C# - Db

Optional Bb fingering

Pianissimo fingering for
B (note: no pinky)

Pianissimo fingering for C
(note: no pinky)

STANDARD piccolo
fingering for Ab

Standard fingering for Bb
(no pinky!)

Standard fingering for B

Optional fingering for B

Flute
Notes that tend to be flat, especially in dimineundo
Fingerings solutions to raise pitch
Note: solutions shown are not standard fingerings

& w

bw

(raise airstream--use corners of embouchure)

&w

advanced: can vent r.h. 2 ring

&

bw

w

advanced: can vent r.h. 3 ring

bw

w

advanced: can vent r.h. 1 ring

advanced: can vent r.h. 3 ring

w

w

1. advanced: can vent r.h. 2 ring

1. advanced: can vent r.h. 1 ring
2.
fingering, won't drop to low octave:

2.

pp fingering, won't drop to low octave:

pp

3. Same as above, but use 1st trill instead
of 2nd--this will RAISE pitch a bit

&

w

(may be flat in softer dynamics)

advanced: can vent l.h. 3 ring

bw

(may be a little flat)

1. Use 2nd trill instead of 1st:

2. Use both trill keys:

3. Another option:
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Flute

Notes that tend to be sharp, especially in ff
Fingerings solutions to lower pitch

Note: solutions shown are not standard fingerings

w
& w

bw
bw

(Upper octave more likely,
not usually a big problem)

Aim air down if sharp
(use embouchure corners)

&

bw

Aim air down if sharp
(use embouchure corners)

w

w

(Any combination of these four keys)

(my favorite)

1. Good for tongued start (won't crack)

2. Sensitive fingering: won't crack, but still sharp
Excellent in slurred approach or pp:

&

&

#w

w

(with or without r.h. 4)

bw

Aim air down if sharp
(use embouchure corners)

w
Usually NOT sharp.
If so, aim air down.

w

Better response, not much change in pitch.
This is the STANDARD way to play this
note on Piccolo!

w

1. Add low B (or gizmo)
not quite so sharp
2. If no B foot, add low C

3. Lowers pitch, REALLY fuzzy.
Only use in ensemble.

4. Sensitive fingering:
Add r.h. ring 2 (middle finger)
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Oboe Intonation
(oboes are usually able to lip up a little,
and lip down a little more)
Usually flat (especially in forte):

&c

bw

w

w

w

#w

Usually sharp:
These two notes use"half hole"
fingerings, which are easily lipped down

& bw

w

(avoid "fork" fingering)

w

All notes above the staff need special attention.
Fortunately, they are easy to lip in tune.

&

w

bw

There are multiple sites with fingering alterations online!

w

w

Bassoon Intonation: Problem notes

(All flat notes can usually be lipped up to a degree)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

(All sharp notes can be lipped down until tone degrades.)

Saxophone Intonation: Problem Notes

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Trumpet Intonation
Usually flat:

&c

bw

5th partials, slightly flat...............................

bw

w

bw

w

Can use 6th partial alternates:
1-3
2-3

2-3 valve comb., lip up

1-2

Can be lipped up--------------------------------------

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Usually sharp:

&

w

#w

1-3 valve comb.
(usually not difficult to center)

1-2-3 valve comb.
(usually not difficult to center)

&

#w

w

Learn KICK OUT 3rd valve slide as normal fingering
1-3 valve comb.
1-2-3 valve comb.

w

1. Lip down.
2. Kick 1st valve slide.
3. Use 3rd valve, kick 3rd slide.

6th partials--sharp....................................................................................................

&

w

#w

w

Can use 7th partial 1-2
(or 3 alone)
Can be lipped down----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kick 1st valve slide

Euphonium Intonation
Usually flat:

?c

bw

w

bw

w

Can use 4th
valve

Can use 6th partial alternates:
2-3
1-2

5th partials, slightly flat...................................

bw

2-3 valve comb., lip up

(can be lipped up------------------------------------)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

?

Usually sharp:

w

w

1-3 valve comb. on 3-valve
(usually not as bad as B & C)
(use 4 on 4-valve)

1-2-3 valve comb. on 3-valve
(usually not as bad as B & C)
(use 2-4 on 4-valve)
Lip up if no 4th valve

?w

Lip up if no 4th valve

w

(1-2-3 valve comb.)
(use 2-4 on 4-valve)

1-3 valve comb.
(use 4 on 4-valve)

Lip up if no 4th valve

Lip up if no 4th valve

w

1. Lip down.
2. Use 3rd valve.
Lip up if no 4th valve

6th partials, slightly sharp...........................................................................................

bw
?

w

w

Can use 7th partial 1-2
(or 3 alone)
Lip down-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tuba Intonation
?c

Usually flat:

bw

bw

w

5th partials, slightly flat...................................

w

bw

(push 1st slide in)

2-3 valve comb., lip up

Can use 4th valve

Can use 6th partial alternates:
2-3
1-2

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

?

Usually sharp:

w

w

1-2-3 valve comb.
(usually not as bad as B & C)
(use 2-4 on 4-valve)

?

1-3 valve comb.
(usually not as bad as B & C)
(use 4 on 4-valve)

w

w

w

(1-2-3 valve comb.)
(use 2-4 on 4-valve)

1. Lip down.
2. Pull first valve slide.
3. Use 3rd valve.

1-3 valve comb.
(use 4 on 4-valve)

6th partials, slightly sharp..................................................................................

? bw

(pull 1st slide)

w

w

Can use 7th partial 1-2 (or 3 alone)

Lip down--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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